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 This material may be protected by Copyright law (Tite 17 U.S. Code)

Salt Forms of Drugs and Absorption

Introduction

Salt formation is frequently performed on weak acidic or basic drugs becauseit is a
relatively simple chemical manipulation which mayalter the physicochemical, formu-
lation, biopharmaceutical, and therapeutic properties of a drug without modifying the
basic chemical structure. Salt selection has been largely semi-empirical, based on con-
sideration of cost of raw materials, yield, ease of preparation and purification, etc. Al-
though attempts have been made to apply “decision analysis” and “potential problem
analysis” to select salts and help predict salt performance [1], the choice of which salt
to use remains a difficult decision.

The ideal characteristics of a salt are that it is chemically stable, not hygroscopic,
presents no processing problems, dissolves quickly from solid dosage forms (unlessit
is formed with the intent to delay dissolution), and exhibits good bioavailability.

Theliterature contains a large amount of information on salts; however, much of
the early research addresses the use of salt formation to prolong the release of the active
component, thereby eliminating various undesirable drug properties[2-6]. This article
supriciments an extensive review published in 1977 [7], providing a literature overview
of approximately 40-45 years. Its objectives are to presentpotentially useful salts, their
effect on the properties of the parent drug, and a decision tree for choosing the most
desirable salt form(s) for development.

Potentially Useful Salts

Salt formation is one of the simplest chemical reactions, involving either a proton transfer
or a neutralization reaction between an acid and a base. The relative strength of the acid
or base, or the acidity and basicity constants of the species involved, significantly in-
fluences the occurrence of the reaction and provides a measure ofthe stability of the
resulting salt. Theoretically, every compound possessing acidic and/or basic properties
can participate in salt formation.

Salt forms that have beenclinically evaluated in humans or were commercially
marketed through 1993 are shown in Tables 1 and 2, compiled from the drug mono-
graphs listed in Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed. [8]. Table 1 gives all
anionic salt forms, Table 2 all cationic forms. The relative frequency (as a percentage)
of use for each salt type was calculated based on the total number of anionic orcat-
ionic salts used through 1993.

The monoprotic hydrochlorides are by far the most frequent choice of an anionic
salt-forming radical, probably for physiological reasons and simple availability. For simi-
lar reasons, sodium is the most predominate cation. These findingsare identical to those
reported in a ‘similar survey [7] from 1977, even though they are based on twice the
numberof salts as the earlier study. Other comparisons between this and the previous
review show an increase of approximately 40% in the types of anionic salts and approxi-
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